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Abstract  

We llavc introduced a methodology for the kinematic mod- 
eling of wheeled mobile robots'-2. In this  paper, we appiy 
ollr ~nrt~lloclology to lJranr~s~, a11 oIrlllitlirc!rtioIl;11 whcdrd mo- 
bile robot which  is being developed in the Robotics Institute of 
Carnegic Mcllon University. We assign coordinate systems to 
sprcify tho trnrlsforrllat,iorl rnat,ric:c:s ; m t f  writ,(! t h o  kinonlatic 
cquations-of-motion. We illustrate the actuuted inverse and 
s e m e r l  jorwurtl solutions; Le., thc calculatiol; of actuator veloci- 
tiw from robot vdocit.irs a r d  rohk vc~locitic~i: frotu s c w s c d  w l d  
velocities. We apply the actuated inverse ~ n d  sensed forward 
soh~tions  t~o t,hc kincmat,ic control of TJranus  by: calculating  in 
real-time the robot position from shaft  cncodrr readings (Le., 
dead  reckoning);  formulating  an  algorithm to detect wheel slip- 
pagr;  and clcvrloping an algorit,hxn  for fwtlhnck control. 

1. Introduct ion 

We have formulated  a methodology for the kinematic 
of wheeled mobile robots (WMRs). In this pa- 

per, we apply our methodology to  the kinematic modeling and 
control of Uranus3, a WMR which  is being constructed  in the 
Robotics Institute of Carncgie Mellon University for rese_arch 
and development in control, cornputcr vision, path planning 
and solmr sensing. Uranus provitlcs olmlitlirc~ctiol1;11 mobility 
(i.e., independent and simultaneous X and Y translations and 
z rotation) with a st,aNe,  rcctanpular w1lcclb;lsr. ~ h c ~ ! l c h a i r s ~  
which utilize this kinematic structure have  already shown ad- 
vant,ages over conventional designs. For cxamplc~ tho sideways 
X translational degree-of-freedom allows more maneuverability 
between closely spaced obstacles than  turning  the wheelchair in 
the direction of travel before translating. 

In Section 2, we describe the kinematic structure of TJranus, 
omnidirectional wheels, and our control  system  hardware. 
Then, in Section 3, we develop the kinematic equations-of- 
motion by assigning coordinate  systems,  writing the transfor- 
mation  matriccs and formulating the wheel Jacobian  matrices. 
The Jacobian matrix of each of the four wheels resolves the 
robot body velocities as linear combinations of the wheel  veloc- 
ities. The four wheel equations-of-motion are  then combined 
to form the composite robot  equation-of-motion. We solve the 
composite robot equation-of-nlotion in Section 4. The  actuated 
iuverse solution (in Section 4.1) calculates the velocities of the 
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Figure 2: Coordinate   System  Assignments   for  Uranus 

Figure 3: Omnidirectional Wheel 

face electronics. The  inner  hub of each omnidirectional wheel is 
driven by a brushless DC motor and  its position is scnscd by an 
optical shaft encoder. The position and velocity of each  wheel 
are  thus available to  the control processor through the inter- 
face dcctronicu.  The  interface clcctronics also Ila~ltllo clcctronic 
commutation and pulse-width  modulation for the brushless DC 
motors. Since the dynamic modcl of the  motor velocity is linear 
in the pulsc-widthO, the control processor r~ccd only calculate 
the wheel motor velocities, The desired robot posit,ion t,rajcc- 
tory is communicated to  the control processor from an indepen- 
tl(~ll ofI'l>o;~rtl pro(:wsor. A stiff suspwiou  nwclmuisnl  is built, 
into cach wheel  assembly. The  hardware  construction of Uranus 
is r~cari~lg coulplction. 

Three practical  assumptions make thc kinematic modeling 
of TJraIlus tractable.  First,  the motion of tho s~~spc~nsion  and 
compliance of the rollers are negligible. The assumption per- 
mits us to model the kinematics of the robot indcpcnctcntly 
of the dynamics of these flexible components. Second, Uranus 
moves  on a planar surface. We thus neglect irregularities  in the 
floor surface. Even though this assumption  restricts the range 
of practical  applications, environmonts which do not satisfy this 
assumption (e.g., rough,  bumpy or rocky surfaces) do not lend 
themselves to energy-efficient wheeled-vehicle travel?. Third, 
thc  rotational friction at the point-of-contact between a wheel 
and  thc surface is small enough to permit rotational slip. Wc 
make this  assumption to  treat  the  rotation  about  the point-of- 
contact (i.e., rotational whcel slippage) a s  a whcc.1 DOF. Auto- 
mobiles illustrate  the practicality of this  assumption since the 
wllccls must rotatc  about tllcir points-of-contact to navigate a 
turn. 

3. Kinematic  Modeling 

3.1. Coordinate  System Assignments 

We apply the SIlcth-Uicker conventiona to assign coordi- 
nate systems. The Sllcth-Uicker convention diffcrs from the 
Dena~it-Hartenburgo convention, which is applied to model sta- 
tionary  manipulators, because two coordinate systems are  as- 
signed at  each joint (one in each link)  instead of one. The 
displacement between the pair of coordinate systems at a joint 
is specified by the joint parameters.  The Sheth-Uicker con- 
vention thereby allows the modeling of the  higher-pair, multi- 
dimensional wheel motion and eliminates  ambiguities in coor- 
dinate  transformation matrices of closed-link chains. 

Coordinate  system  assignment is illustrated in  Figure 2 for 
Uranus. The  stationary poor  coordinate system F serves as 
the absolute reference coordinate  frame for robot  motions. The 
floor coordinate  system is assigned with'the z-axis orthogonal to 
the surface of travel. The robot coordinate system R is assigned 
to  the robot body with the z-axis orthogonal to  the surface of 
travel. The motion of the robot coordinate system  is interpreted 
as the motion of the  robot. We have assigned the  robot coor- 
dinate system at  the center of the  robot body ( I ,  and l b  are 
one-half of the robot  width and  length, respectively), and at a 
height I, above the floor. We assign a contact   point  coordinate 
system Ci (for i = 1,2 ,3 ,4)  at  the point-of-contact between 
each wheel and  the floor with the y-axis  parallel to  the wheel 
orientation,  and  the x-y plane  tangent  to  the surface of travel. 

For stationary serial fink manipulators, all joints  are one- 
dimensional lower-pairs: prismatic joints allow translational 2 
motion and revolute joints allow rotational 0 motion. The ve- 
locity of a manipulator  joint can be specified independently of 
its  absolute position by rcferencing the velocity of the coordi- 
nate system in  the link on one side of the joint to  the coordinate 
system in the adjacent link on the  othcr side of the  joint. In 
contrast, WMRs have three-dimensional highcr-pair wheel-to- 
floor and robot-to-floor joints allowing sirnultanco1Is X ,  Y and 
0 motions. Such multi-dimensionaI joints require the assign- 
ment of an instantaneously  coincident  coordinate  system'-' to 
specify the velocity of the joint ir~rlcper~dcntly of its position. 
An  instanta~lcously coincidcnt  coordinate  system 2 for the CO- 

ordinate system A is defined to be at  the same position and 
orientation in space as the A Coordinate system,  but  station- 
ary relative to  the absolute F coordinate system. For example, 
an isastantcmeoualy  coincident  robot coordinate system x is de- 
fined at  the same position and  orientation in space as the robot 
coordinate  system R, but stationary relative to  the F coordi- 
nate system. We may thus specify the velocities of the robot 
coordinate  system R independently of the robot  position byref- 
erencing the velocities of the R coordinate system to  the R co- 
ordinate system (as in Section 3.3). When  the robot  coordinate 
system moves relative to  the floor coordinate system, we assign 
a different instantaneously coincident robot  coordinate system 
at each time instant. Similarly, the instantaneously  coincident 
contact   point  coordinate system Ci (for i =; 1,2 ,3 ,4)  coincides 
with the  contact point  coordinate  system C; and is stationary 
relative to  the floor coordinate  system. We require the  instan- 
taneously coincident contact point coordinate system to specify 
the wheel velocities independently of the wheel positions. 

3.2. Transformation  Matr ices  

Homogeneous (4 x 4) transformation matrices express the 
relative positions and orientations of coordinate systems''. The 
homogeneous transformation  matrix An[s transforms  the coor- 
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dinates of the point % in the coordinate  frame B to  its come- 
sponding coordinates Ar in the  coordinate  frame A: 

Ar = A ~ B  (1) 

we adopt  the following notation. Scalar quantities are de- 
noted by  lower case letters (e.g., TO). Vcctors are denoted by 
lower case boldface letters (e.g., r). Matrices are denoted by 
upper case boldface letters  (e.g., IT). Pre-superscripts  denote 
rcfcrruce coorcIinat,c systems. For rxampIe, Ar is the vector r 
in the A coordinate frame. Post-subscripts denote  coordinate 
systems or colrlponcnts of a vector or matrix. For example, 
the  transformation matrix AITs defines the position and orien- 
tation of coordinate  system B relative to coordinate  frame A; 
and r, is the x-componcrlt of the vector r. 

Our nomcnchture for scalar rotatioxla1 and  translational 

AOn : The  rotational displncemcut about  thc z-axis of tllc 
A coordinate system between the x-axis of the A 
coordinate  system and  the x-axis of the B coordi- 
nate system (counterclockwise by convention); and 

displacements and velocities is: 

= Aug I 

Ow;, : The  rotational displacement of wheel i (for i = 
1,2,3,4) about an axis centered  in the wheel and  par- 
allel to  the x-axis of Cd; and Ow;, = ww,,. 

Qw,T : The rotational displacement of the roller of wheel i 
(for i = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 )  which is in  contact  with the floor 
about  an axis aligned with the axle of the roller; and 

ow;,  wwi7 .  

O w ; ,  : The  rotational displacement of wheel i (for i = 
1: 2 ,3 ,4 )  about an axis cclntered in the wheel and  par- 
allel to  the x-axis of Ci; and Ow,z  = wWiz. 

ndoj  : The translat,ional displaccrncnt along the  j-axis (for 
3' E [z, y)  z ] )  of the A coordinate  system between 
the origins of the A and l3 coordinate  systems; and 
"tEoj = A v D j .  

Since any two coordinat,v systc!rns A :u~d 13 in  our WMR 
model are located at  non-zero x, y and z-coordinates  relative to 
each other, each transform;lt,ioll matrix musl col~t ai11 t11e txu~s- 
lations "dsZ ,  Adev and "do,. We have assigned all coordinate 
systems with  thc z-axes pcrpendidar to the surface of travel 
so that all rotations bctwccm coortlir1;h; syst,cms arc about t.hc 
z-axis. The transformation matrix  thus embodies a ro- 
tation ABB about  the x-axis of coordinate systcrrl A, and tlle 
translations Ad13z, and along the respective COOrdi- 
nate axes: 

The  pertinent coordinate  transformation  matrices  arewrid- 
ten for IJranus tlircct,ly from Fignrc: 2: 

1 0 0  1 0 0 - 1 ,  
R ne*= ( 0  0 0 O 1 -1, f) , R r I c l =  ( 0  0 0 O 1 -1,  ;) 

0 0 0  0 0 0  

Rfi,n = J;qi f Or i = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4  . (3) 
The  robot velocity vector - R f i ~  consists of three components: 
the  translational robot velocities __ R ~ ~ 2  and - R ~ ~ y ,  and  the  rota- 

wheel i, wheel hub  rotation, roller rotation,  and  rotation about 
the point-of-contact, correspond respectively to  the  three com- 
ponents w,;,, w ~ , ~ ,  and of the wheel velocity vector 6;. 
The  omnidirectional wheel Jacobian matrix J; is constructed 
from the  transformation  matrix , the wheel nnd roller radii 
& and r i ,  and  the roller angle v; I-': 

tional  robot velocity - R ~ ~ Z .  The  three DOPs of omnidirectional 

J I  = ( 
0 1 

Since the  determinant of Ji is (-riI?i sinqi), the omnidirec- 
tional wheel Jacobian matrix in (4) is non-singular when 7; # 
0 or  180"; i.e.? when the rollers arc not aligned with the wheel 
orientation. Since the roller angles on Uranus are 145",  the 
rank of each whcol Jacobian  rnatrix is three, indicating that 
each wheel has three DOFs (as stated  in Section 2). 

To sinlplify fabrication, all wllcclu are itlcntical. Con- 
sequently, the radii of all wheels and rollers are  equal (Le., 
Rl = R2 = R3 = R4 = R,  and rl = rg = r3 = r4 = r ) .  
Thr nmgnii.lldc of the rollrr anglrs on all four wheels are also 
equal; however, wheels 1 and 3 are mounted so that their roller 
angles are reversed from the roller angles of wheels 2 and 4 
(i.e., 711 = 73 = -45" and ~2 = 7 4  = 45'). From the Ja- 
cobian matrix for omnidirectional wheels in 
equation-of-motion for each wheel: 

(4), we write the 
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W h e e l  4 : R l j ~  = J444 
- 

3.4. Composi te  Robot Equat ion 

The motion of Uranus results from the simultaneous mo- 
tions of the wheels. To model the mot,ion, we combine the 
equations-of-motion of the four wheels in (6)-(8) to form the 
composite  robot  equation-of-motion: 

- 
or A o R f i ~  = Boil (10) 

in which I is a (3  x 3) identity  matrix, A0 is a (12 X 3)  matrix, 
Bo is a (12 X 12) block diagonal matrix, and 4 is thc composite 
wheel velocity vector. The 12 wheel equations  in (10) must be 
solved simultaneously to characterize thc WMR motion. 

4. Kinematic  Solutions 

4.1. Actuated  Inverse  Solution 

We compute the  actuated inverse solution by calculating 
the  actuatcd whcel velocities i n  (10) from the robot velocities. 
Dccause of the closcd-link chains in WMRs, we need not  actuate 
all of t,he whed variables O,,iz, O w , l ,  and 0 ,,,.,, for i = 1,2,3,4. 
To separate  the  actuated "a'' and  unactuated "u" wheel vari- 
ablrs, wc  partition  thc whrcl equation in (3) into two rornpo- 
nents: 

- 
" f i R  = Jia& + Jiuqiu f o r  i = 1,2,3,4 (11) 

Wc combine the four partitioned wheel equations  in (11) to 
rewrite the colrlpositc robot  equation in (9) a d  (10) as 

J1, 0 ... 0 J1, 0 ... 0 

JzQ '.. : 0 

Jzu * * .  : ) . .  . .  
' *  J3, 0 '. Jsu 0 

0 ... 0 J4, 0 ... 0 J4u 
43w 
44u 

In the absence of wheel slippage, the wheel velocities are coupled 
and hence the problem of calculating the wheel velocities from 
the robot velocities is i.e., there  are more 

independent  cquations than unknowns (wheel velocities). We 
compuk  the least-squares sohlt,ion 

to  obtain  the  actuated wheel 

in which wc: dcfirlc thc Delta matrix function A(*)  as: 

A ( U )  = 
-I for  U = nul l  

(16) 
U(UT U ) '  'UT - I Otherwise  

whcw thc argnmcnt U is a (c X d )  matrix of rank d. In (15)) 
J, is the [number of actuators (four for Uranus) X 31 actuated 
whcel Jacobian matrix. 

For TJranus, we identify t,he actuatcd whcel velocities as 
wWiz, for i = 1,2,3,4,  and the unactuated whecl velocities as 
wwi, and w,,,, for i = 1,2,3,4,  and apply the  actuated inverse 
solution in (15) to  obtain: 

Since all of the wheel Jacobian  matrices for Uranus are non- 
singular, we compute the  actuated inverse solution in (17) by 
solving wheel equations (5)-(8) indepcndcntly for cach of the 
actuatcd wheel  velocit,ies. This  alternate, straightforward ap- 
proach reduces t.he computational  requirements of our least- 
squares  solution in (11)-(17) by a  factor of thirteen. 

4.2, Sensed Forward Solution 

T l ~ c  sensed forward solution  computes thc robot velocity 
vector E f i ~  from thc sensed wheel positions and velocities qs 
and 4.. Dcvdoprrlcnt of the scrlwtl forwclrtl solution pi~rallrls 
onr dcvclopment of t,hr act,uated  invcrsr solnt,ion in Srction 4.1. 
The first stop is to  scparatc  thc scnsctl "Y" and not-scnacd k ' '  
wheel vclocities and rewritme thc wheel eqnntions-of-mot,i~~~  in 
(3) as: 

- 
R .  P R  = Jasqia + Jin& for i = 1,2,3,4 . (18) 

We combine the four wheel equations  in (18) with the unknown 
robot and whccl vclocitiw on thc lcf t -had sidc: 

I -Jln 0 ... 0 

I 0 -J2, ' * .  

. -Jsn 0 
I 0 ... 0 
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Since there are more independent  equations (three for each 
wheel) than unlrnowns (two not-sensed whrcl velocities  for each 
wheel plus tllrcc robot velocities), the problem of computing 
the unknown wheel and robot velocities from t,he sensed wheel 
vclocitics is ovc!rtlctorlnillctl. We thus apply tllc lcast-squarcs 
solution’-’: 

IIencc, solving the system of linear algcbraic equations in 
(22) is not a computational  burden, 

For Uranus, we identify the sensed wheel velocities as wWiz ,  
for i = 1,2,3,4, and  the not-srnscd wheel  velocities as w,;, 
and w,,,, for i 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,  and apply the least-squares sensed 
forward solution in (22) to obtain: 

where lab = I , ,  $- l b .  The  least-squares forward solution in (23) 
need not produce a zero error because of sensor noise, wheel 
slippage, and non-planar surfaces. In the presense of these er- 
ror sources, we cannot  calculate the robot velocity exactly. Our 
least-squares solution provides an optimal solution by nlinimiz- 
ing the sum of the squared errors of the velocity components. 

5 .  Applications 

5.1. Dead Reckoning 

Drat1 rockoni~~g’~ is the real-time calculation of t,lw WMR 
position from wheel srnmr mcasurcrnants. To dcterrnine t,he 
robot position in real-time, we integrate  the robot velocity over 
wtrh smrlplitig ~ w r i o t l .  T l r ~  j n t ~ g r a l j o ~ ~  h g i l J s  w h r ~  I l l 1 3  robot, is 
at rest (Le., “ p n ( o )  = 0). The  initial  robot position F p ~ ( 0 )  
is either specificy1 or determined by computer vision or sonar 
ranging. We ~ H S I I I U C  that thc robot rnot,ion is atlccpat,rly mod- 
eled hy picccwise constant accelerations since the robot is being 
nctnatcd hy constant  forco/t,orquc  grncrnt,ors  in tach control 
sampling pcriod (the control sampling period nlatches the dead 
rcclconing smnpling period). T I I ~  rotxjt velocity f i 6 R  i n  the 
sampling period from time t = (n  - l ) T  to time t = nT is 

where the robot velocity R r j ~ ( n T )  at each snmplitrg instant 
is calculated according to  the sensed forward solution in (23). 
W7e apply the orthogonal vclocity transformation nlatrix V to 
transform  the robot velocity to  the floor coordinate system: 

We calculate the robot position at the current sampling 
iIlst:lllt, t = nT by integrating tho vclocity over  t,hc mnlpling 
period and  adding the rcsdt  to the robot position at the previ- 
o w  ssnlpling instant t = (n  - 1)T:  

“ptz(nT) = “Pn[(n - 1)TI + in l)*“Pn(t)dt . (26) 
3 n2‘ 

By subtituting (24) and (25) into (26), wc express the cufrcIlt 
robot position in terms of the position a t  the previous sam- 
pling instant anti the  rohot velocity a t  the current  and previous 
sampling instants: 

F PR(nT) = FPR[(n - 1)TI 
T + 2 v[(n - 1)T] (“PR[(n - 1)T] + RpR(nT)}. 

(27) 
Upon substituting  the sensed forward solution in (23) into (27), 
expanding, and simplifying, we obtain algorithms for the di- 
rect calculation of the  current orientation F O ~ ( n T ) ,  and the 
recursive calculation of the current translations ” d ~ , ( n T )  and 
FdR, ( n ~ )  of Uranus: 

(29) 
where a = [cosFO~(nT) + Sill”O~(nT)] aIld b = 
[cos FOn(7~T)-sin “OR(nT)]. The dirrct  calcdation of the robot 
orientation  indicates that (28) is a I~olonornic constraint1*. 
Since the  robot tr;msl;hons cannot bv c;Jculat,cd tlircct,ly, (29) 
arc non-holonomic constraint,s. Errora in the rrcursively cal- 
culated robot translatiorls d r ~  to thito prcc:i&m, s m m r  noise, 
wlleel slip, and non-planar surfaces will accumulate; whereas, 
the direct calculation of the holonomic orientation  constraint in 
(28) will not accurm~latc thcse crrors. 

5.2.  Wheel Slip Detection 

Since the sensed forward solution for Uranus in (23) is 
overdetermined, the kinematic equations-of-motion are incon- 
sistent in the presence of wheel slip. The error in the least- 
squares forward solution is then non-zero. We thus detect wheel 
slip by calculating the error in t,he least-squares forward solu- 
tion. If the error in the forward solution excecds a threshold, we 
conclude that the forward solution,  and hence the dead reckoned 
robot position, arc not sufficiently accurate for feedback control 
caIculations. rI1 the improbable casc that a11 four whocls slip si- 
multaneously in such a manncr that  the equations-of-motion 
remain consistent, our approach will fail to dctcct whc!ol slip. 

In practice, error sources such as fin& precision, sensor 
noise and non-planar surfaces also render the kinematic 
equations-of-motion inconsistent. We expect that  the least- 
squares error induced by these sources will be small in compar- 
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ison with the error caused by whecl slippage. We thus compare 
the least-squares  error  with  an  error  threshold. If the  hast- 
squares  error in thc forward solution exceeds the threshold, we 
conclude that wlleel slip has occurred. When we detect  that 
whccl slip has  occurrcd, we resort to absoluto xncthotls (e.g., 
computer vision, ultrasonic ranging sensors, and laser  range 
finders) to determine the  robot position. Since current absolute 
locating  methods  are  computationally slow rclativc to tllc  robot 
motiou, the WMR should halt motion until tho dead reckoning 
algorithm is updated by an absolute  locating  method. 

To calculate the error in the  least-squares forward solution, 
we relate  the robot velocity vector (computed by the senscd for- 
ward  solution) to the sensed wheel velocities by climinating the 

left-hand side: 

e = A, arjR - B, 4,. (33) 

We compare the two-norm of the least-squares  error &?%with  
the scalar threshold et .  If the norm exceeds the threshold, we 
conclude that whcel slip has  occurred. For Uranus,  this algo- 
rithm is: 

wheel slip has  occurred . (34) 

5.3. Kinematic Feedback Control  

We partition  the sensed and not-sensed wheel velocities in the 
composite robot  equation  in (9) and  substitute (30) for the not- 
sensed wheel velocities to obtain the robot sensing equation: 

1 - Jln[JT,,A(Jls)JlnI-'JTnA(Jls) 
1 - J ~ ~ [ J ~ ~ , A ( J z , ) J , ~ I - ' J ~ ~ A ( J z = )  
1 - J3n[JQTA(J3s)J3nI-.'JLA(J,,) 
I - J 4 n [ J ~ n A ( J 4 n ) J 4 n ] - 1 J ~ n A ( J 4 n )  

A kincrn;ltics-based cont,rol syst,cIrl for IJranus is dia- 
grammed  in  Figure 4. Directed arrows  indicate the flow of 
information. The number of scalar variables represented by 
each arrow is indicated  within thc fiow lincs. At, time nT, we 
sample the wheel positions qy(nT) and velocitics q,(nT) from 
the wheel shaft encoders and interface logic, and rcceivc the de- 
sired robot position vector F p , ~ ( n T )  from an offboard trajectory 
planning processor. We apply the dead reckoning algorithm  in 
(28)-(29) to compute the robot posit,ion Fpa(nT).  We com- 
pare  the desired robot position with the  actual robot position 
to calculate the robot  position error: 

FeR(nT) = F p d ( n ~ )  .- * p R ( n ~ ) .  (35) 

The position error is multiplied by the (3 X 3) diagonal fecdfor- 
ward gain vector IC and is then transformed to  the Fobot coordi- 
nate frame by applying the inverse motion matrix V-l(nT) = 
VT(nT) in (25). Under the assumption that  the robot  tracking 
error  remains  small, we treat  the robot position error "en as the 
differential displacement RSp,. We apply thc  actuated inverse 
solution in (15) to transform  this  robot differential displacement 
(as velocities are transformcd) into  actuator displacements Sq,: 

Calculation of the sensed forward solution in (22) is the 6% = J, " S p ,  . (36) 

The resulting actuator velocities are then communicated to  the 
first step in determining the least-squares  error. We substitute 
the comput,ed robot velocity vector "fin for the  actual robot 
velocity vector in (32). The least-squares  error vector e is then pulse-width 
calculated by subtracting  the right-hand side of (32) from the 

Fp,(nT) Re ( n v  -i,(nT) Fp,(nT) 

F l o o r  t o  R o b o t   A c t u a t e d   W h e e l e d  
C o o r d i n a t e  3 I n v e r s e  4 M o b i l e  a 

T r a n s f o r m a t i o n  S o l u t i o n  Robot 
A c t u a t o r s  

T r a j e c t o r y  - 
P l a n n e r  

Figure 4: Kinematics-Based WMR Control  System 



The  actuator velocities are calculittcd by matrix-vcctor 
nmlt,iplication according to our kinematic feedback control  al- 
gorithm as: 

Ga(nT)  = J, V T ( n T )  K Fen(nT)  (37) 

which, for Uranus, is: 

The elcmcnts k,, k,, and k ,  of the diagonal fecdforward gain 
matrix K are  adjusted  expcrimentally to provide a  fast  robot 
tracking response without excessive overshoot or oscillations 
about  the reference trajectory. 

6. Summary 

We have illustrated our methodology for the kinematic 
modeling of W M R S ~ - ~  through the omnidirectional WMR 
Uranus. We have solved the kinematic equations-of-motion to 
calculate the  actuated inverse and sensed forward solutions. Fi- 
nally, we applied our kinematic methodology to dead reckon- 
ing, whecl slip detection and feedback control  algorithm design. 
These three applications are the  fundamental components of 
the kinematics-based feedback control  algorithm (in Figure 4) 
for Uranus which  is executed every sampling period: 

Read the prescnt desired robot position vector from the off- 
board path-planning processor, and sample the positions 
and velocities of the wheels. 

- 

Evaluate (34) to determine whctheu wheel slip has occurred. 
If whcel slippage is detectcd,  halt  the robot and rcquest 
the prescnt position of the robot from a vision, sonar, or 
laser-rangefinding processor. 

Execute the dcad rcckoning algorithm in (28)-(20) to com- 
pute  the present  robot position. 

Calculatc thc robot position crror  in (35). 
Execute  the control  algorithm  in (38) to compute the  actu- 

ator velocities. 
Communicate the resulting actuator velocities to  the wheel 
motors. 

Over the  past twenty years, manipulator control systems _ _  
have progressed from  independent  joint-space c o n t r ~ l ’ ~ ,  to 
kincmatics-based Cartesian-space controlle,  to dynamics-based 
Cartesian-space feedback controli7,  to robust dynamics-based 
feedback controlla-10  and adaptive  control  algorithmsz0. Be- 
cause we anticipate  that  future WMR control systems will 
incorporate  dynamic models, we arc continuing our research 
by formulating methodologies for the dynamic  modeling and 
dynamics-based  feedback  control of WMRs. 
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